Multiresolution radial MRI to reduce IDLE time in pre-beam imaging on an MR-Linac (MR-RIDDLE).
Online adaptive MR-guided radiation therapy improves treatment quality at the expense of considerable longer treatment time. The treatment lengthening partially originates from the preparatory (pre-beam) MR imaging required to encode all the information needed for contour propagation, contour adaptation and replanning. MRI requires several minutes of scan time before the encoded information is converted to usable images, which results in long idle times before the first clinical tasks are performed. In this study we propose a novel imaging sequence, called MR-RIDDLE, that reduces the idle time and therefore speeds-up the workflow in online MR-guided radiation therapy. MR-RIDDLE enables multiresolution image reconstruction to commence during data acquisition where low resolution images are available within one minute, after which the data collection continuous for subsequent high-resolution image updates. We demonstrate that the low resolution images can be used to accurately propagate contours from the pre-treatment scan. For abdominothoracic tumours MR-RIDDLE inherently captures a motion-blurred representation of the mid-position, which we were able to deblur using a combination of an internal motion surrogate and auto-adaptive soft-gating filters. Our results demonstrate that MR-RIDDLE provides a robust, flexible and time-efficient strategy for pre-beam imaging, even for cases with large respiratory movements or baseline shifts within the acquisition. We anticipate that this novel concept of parallelising the MR imaging and the clinical tasks has the potential to considerably speed-up and streamline the online MR-guided radiation therapy workflow.